to the society to be voted upon at the next meeting.

Announcements were made regarding the boycott for the debate.

Meeting adjourned.

E. I. Lee.

Mar. 28

Literary Session.

Song:
Contributions of Roswell -- Arthur Phelps
Vocal Solo ------------------ Donald Smith
Reading--------------------- -- Marjorie Fisher
Song: The Blue in the Gold --- All.
Critics Report ---- --- Miss Wenzelmann

Pep meeting.

Business meeting - A brief meeting was held discussing a few business points. The July thing decided upon definitely was to hold a called meeting of the Society at Tuesday noon at 1:10.

Meeting adjourned.

Ethel J. Howell

Apr. 1

Special meeting at 1:10.

Since the society is to offer prizes in literary work, it is necessary to decide what phases are to be offered. A motion was made and carried that a questionnaire be sent out and to find out where the interests of the people who entered to enter are.

The money for the glass plaque is not causing the very much so a motion was made and carried that the faculty authorize the committee